Bopro – Consultant BREEAM InUse/DGNB For Existing Buildings

BREEAM In-Use/DGNB For Existing Buildings
Consultant
You use the BREEAM-In-Use (BIU) and/or the DGNB For Existing Buildings (DGNB
FEB) methodology and criteria to assess the sustainability of existing real estate
at our clients and to develop feasible improvement strategies. You manage the
assessment process from A to Z and provide process-oriented advice that helps
our customers to obtain the BREEAM In-Use certificate.
The responsibilities are:
Analyzing and evaluating the sustainable performance of buildings in use
through certification schemes
Collecting the information needed to perform the assessment and determine
whether it is respected
Advising & guiding the commissioning customers on the basis of of
presentations, workshops, meetings, etc. about the methodology and
sustainable design
Regularly align and report on the implementation and outcomes of the
assessment; providing advice and proposing solutions if desired and
necessary.
Advising on the criteria implementation in design and construction
processes
Ensuring the correctness and completeness of all information and evidence
Holding internal presentations and training for the architect team
Mapping and reporting the CO2 emissions of a building in operation +
developing an improvement plan to reduce CO2 emissions

What do we expect from you?
Our projects are spread across Europe and are mainly coordinated from Belgium
and France.
You have experience with or have an interest in the (sustainability)
management of existing buildings
You have a proven study interest (via bachelor, master or postgraduate) in
construction and/or architecture, which gives you a basic knowledge of the
importance and content of sustainability within the real estate sector.
You speak and write fluently in two languages English and Dutch, or English
and French, and understand the third language (French and Dutch

respectively).
Are you already a certified BREEAM In-Use assessor? Then that's a big plus.
If not, you will receive this training with us.
You find your challenge in the precise and disciplined supervision and
execution of the various steps in an assessment process and you combine
this with a natural interest in sustainable buildings.
You are a self-starter who likes to make progress together with others and in
consultation. You have experience in preparing, leading and following-up on
meetings, workshops and presentations. You give advice where necessary.
You are open to work for our clients in Belgium as well as in France.

What do we offer you?
At Bopro (Sustainable Investments) you work in an ambitious and driven
organization that makes and wants to make a sustainable difference in the Real
Estate and area development sector. To achieve this, we understand that
continuous investment in the development of our employees and knowledge is
part of our success story. We do this through training, moments of intensive
exchange of knowledge and experience (practice groups, team events, 'shapingthe-future' academy, #strongertogether communication platform, etc.), and an
optimal use of personal interests and skills.
In addition, we offer space and flexibility in your work organization, besides our
connecting office network in Ghent, Mechelen, Brussels and Paris. We try to move
as sustainably as possible. Our fleet is fully electric, every employee is given a
professional folding bicycle and travel by public transport is reimbursed.
The remuneration package is in line with the market and internally fair. Your
competences and experience will be taken into account.
May we soon welcome you to our #strongertogether team?
http://www.bopro.be

